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The deformation of a flexible filament held fixed at one end in a nonuniform viscous flow with

curved streamlines is considered, with a focus on the filament dynamics and steady-state shape. Our

motivation arises from recent microfluidic experiments on biofilm formation in a channel with bends,

where thread-like structures, or streamers, were observed, attached to the side walls downstream of

each corner and connecting consecutive corners while floating in the middle plane of the channel

[Rusconi et al., J. R. Soc. Interface 7, 1293 (2010)]. We discuss the time evolution and final shape of

the filament in different corner geometries as a function of a non-dimensional elasticity parameter

that compares viscous and elastic effects. Since the filament develops tension, when the flow has

curved streamlines the filament does not align with the flow, as occurs in a rectilinear flow, but

rather it crosses the streamlines. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3601446]

I. INTRODUCTION

The interplay of viscous and elastic stresses is relevant

to a large number of flow problems involving slender elastic

fibers. In particular, in low-Reynolds-number flows, elasto-

dynamics is critical to a qualitative and quantitative under-

standing of the swimming of micro-organisms by wave

propagation along an elastic flagella,1 the motion of elastic

filaments driven at their base,2–4 the design and response of

artificial flagella that are activated by external means,5,6 and

the deformation and migration of flexible fibers freely sus-

pended in external flows.7–13 In this paper, we investigate a

variant of these dynamics by studying the evolution and

steady shape of flexible filaments fixed at one end in a non-

uniform external flow with curved streamlines.

Our motivation for addressing this problem arose from

the experimental observation of the formation of biofilm

streamers in curved microchannels14 [see also Figure 7(a)

below]. These free-floating, elastic filaments of bacteria and

polymer (exopolysaccharides) develop in the flow right after

each turn and following the accumulation of biofilms on the

walls of the channel. The formation and the development of

streamers are strongly related to flow patterns,15 yet the

underlying hydrodynamic mechanisms are worthy of further

investigation. We focus here on the shape attained by the

streamers floating in the fluid once they had been produced

in proximity of a corner or turn.

In order to characterize how slender elastic structures

behave in nonuniform flows, in particular of the neighbor-

hood of a corner or turn in a curved channel, we model fluid-

structure interactions with slender-body theory.16 We assume

that the flow is two-dimensional and that the filament

remains in the plane of the flow. The details of the numerical

implementation follow the work of Tornberg and Shelley.11

An advantage of using this model is its relative simplicity in

coupling the filament dynamics to the flow, though we

neglect the feedback of the filament on the flow; several

studies have extensively used this methods to model dynam-

ics of elastic threads in flow, e.g., Refs. 12 and 17. A similar

approach is also presented in Ref. 18, where a shear flow past

an array of elastic rods attached to a plane is discussed. In

Sec. II, we introduce the approach based on the slender-body

theory for the hydrodynamics and the Euler-Bernoulli model

for the elastic response of the filament. In addition, we indi-

cate the different boundary conditions used and we discuss

the assumptions inherent to the modeling. In Sec. III we pres-

ent the results of our numerical simulations for the filament

dynamics and shape for two different kinds of corners flows,

i.e., those with open streamlines and those with regions of

closed streamlines. Also, we provide a comparison with the

experiments reported by Rusconi et al.14 Lastly, in Sec. IV

we outline a theoretical result demonstrating that an elastic

filament cannot follow streamlines when the latter are curved.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a slender, inextensible and elastic filament

of radius R and length L, with � ¼ R=L� 1, suspended in a

viscous two-dimensional flow of viscosity l. We assume

external forces, such as gravity and Brownian forces, to be

negligible with respect to elastic and viscous forces. We also

hypothesize inertial effects to be small, so that the governing

equations for the fluid motion are the Stokes equations. Let

XðS; TÞ be the position vector of the filament centerline,

where S is the filament arclength and T is the time. The vis-

cous force per unit length FðS; TÞ exerted on the filament by

an undisturbed steady velocity field UðXÞ can be expressed

via slender-body theory,16

2pl
lnðL=RÞ ð2I � XSXSÞ � ðU � XTÞ ¼ FðS; TÞ: (1)

Here, subscripts denote partial derivatives with respect to the

independent variables T or S, and capital and lower-case
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characters identify, respectively, dimensional and dimen-

sionless quantities. The anisotropic tensor 2I � XSXSð Þ pro-

vides the relation between the fluid velocity relative to the

filament and the force on the filament. The filament force per

unit length FðS; TÞ consists of bending and tensile contribu-

tions; the latter enforces filament inextensibility. These

forces can be expressed by the Euler-Bernoulli equation for

an elastic beam,

FðS; TÞ ¼ EIXSSSS � ðRðS; TÞXSÞS; (2)

where RðS; TÞ is the tension in the filament, E is Young’s

modulus and I is the area moment of inertia about the small-

est cross-section of the filament (for a circular cross-section,

I ¼ pR4=4). The product EI is commonly referred to as the

bending modulus. We do not consider any torsion (twist)

about the main axis of the filament since the thread is placed

in a two-dimensional flow and is assumed to remain with its

centerline in the plane of the flow.

We make the problem dimensionless using as length,

velocity, and time scales, respectively, the filament length L,

a characteristic velocity of the external flow U0, and the ratio

L=U0. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain:

g
2
ð2I � xsxsÞ � ðu� xtÞ ¼ xssss � ðrðs; tÞxsÞs : (3)

The dimensionless parameter

g ¼ 4plU0L3

EI ln ��1ð Þ (4)

represents the ratio of the viscous forces to the elastic forces

and characterizes the behavior of an elastic thread immersed

in a viscous flow. This ratio is commonly referred to as an

effective viscosity,12 though we prefer to think of it as a

dimensionless compliance (g is larger for smaller E). The

constraint of inextensibility, which can be expressed as

xs � xs ¼ 1, or equivalently as xs � xst ¼ 0, provides a further

condition to be satisfied and yields a second-order boundary

value problem for the line tension rðs; tÞ. Thus, using the

identities listed in (A1-2), we obtain two coupled partial dif-

ferential equations for the unknown shape xðs; tÞ and tension

rðs; tÞ of the filament,

gðu� xtÞ ¼ xssss � 2rsxs � rxss � 3ðxss � xsssÞxs (5a)

�gxs � ru � xs ¼ 2rss � rxss � xss þ 7xssss � xss

þ 6xsss � xsss: (5b)

The problem is closed by appropriate boundary conditions

for the filament position and line tension at s¼ 0 and s¼ 1.

We note that Eq. (1) provides the leading-order version

of slender-body theory, characterized by an error of magni-

tude Oð1= ln ��1½ �2Þ. This level of approximation is some-

times referred to as a local drag model, since it does not take

into account non-local hydrodynamic interactions, such as

the fluid-filament interactions or the interactions between the

filament and the boundary. For example, Tornberg and

Shelley11 discuss various approaches based on non-local

slender-body approximations19–21 and including the effects

of fluid-filament and filament-filament interactions in simula-

tions of highly flexible fibers. For the case of free-filament

dynamics, we have compared results from our simulation

approach, based on Eqs. (5a) and (5b), with results presented

in Ref. 11. For time-dependent deformations, filament posi-

tion and tension appear nearly identical, when complex dy-

namics involving non-linear effects such as buckling are not

present. Thus, we have not attempted to incorporate higher-

order approximations in slender-body theory.

Furthermore, we can take into account filament-wall

interactions, when necessary, using an approximation pro-

posed by Katz et al.22 These authors used an integral-equa-

tion approach to evaluate the slender-body forces acting on a

rigid filament of radius R and length L in motion at a distance

H from a planar wall. For R� H � L, the term lnðL=RÞ in

Eq. (1), or Eq. (4), is replaced by lnðH=RÞ, in which case

g ¼ 4plU0L3

EI lnðH=RÞ; otherwise the simulations proceed using Eqs.

(5a) and (5b), with definition (4) (Fig. 1).

As boundary conditions, while several authors have

studied filaments freely suspended in the flow,2,7,11,12,17 we

consider a thread that is held at one end. At the free end,

s¼ 1, we require zero force and zero torque, which can be

expressed as xss ¼ xsss ¼ 0 and rðs ¼ 1; tÞ ¼ 0. At the fixed

end, s¼ 0, the filament can be either clamped or hinged.23 In

the first case both the position xðs ¼ 0; tÞ and the slope

xsðs ¼ 0; tÞ of the filament are imposed, i.e., a force of con-

stant orientation is applied at the constraint. In the second

case, only the position is imposed and zero torque is applied,

so that xssðs ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ 0. In both cases we impose

rðs ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ j
Ð 1

0
f ðsÞdsj because the tension at s ¼ 0 has to

support the drag force experienced by the filament. With the

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Example of an elastic filament fixed at one end in

a low-Reynolds-number flow around a corner. The position of the centerline

of the thread is prescribed by XðS; TÞ, with S the curvilinear coordinate. At

S¼ 0 the filament can be either (b) hinged or (c) clamped.
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established boundary conditions, the mathematical problem

statement is complete.

We solve the differential equations (5a) and (5b) follow-

ing the numerical approach proposed by Tornberg and Shel-

ley,11 i.e., we use a second-order backward difference

scheme for the time-dependent equation and we treat implic-

itly only the high-order differences.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We investigate the dynamics of an elastic inextensible

filament held fixed at one end in non-uniform flows with

curved streamlines, which, to the best of our knowledge, has

received limited attention in the literature. The model dis-

cussed in Sec. II allows us to study the evolution of the shape

of the filament with time until a steady-state is reached and

to determine the tension distribution along the filament at

each time step. We will show that the steady-state shape of a

filament does not follow curved streamlines, but instead

intersects the streamlines, which contrasts with the typical

behavior in a rectilinear flow.7 As long as the filament is in a

flow with curved streamlines, i.e., the radius of curvature of

streamlines is on the order of the filament length or smaller,

the thread crosses streamlines.

To illustrate the main ideas, and by analogy with the ge-

ometry used in Ref. 14, we study the response of a filament

in a Stokes flow in the neighborhood of a sharp corner, the

latter being identified by two walls that intersect at an angle

2a (measured through the fluid). In particular, we discuss the

cases for a ¼ 3p=4 and a ¼ p=4, corresponding, respec-

tively, to flows with open and closed streamlines (Fig.2 ).

In the neighborhood of the corner, the two-dimensional

viscous flow field is described in cylindrical coordinates

ðr; hÞ by the streamfunction wðr; hÞ ¼ <
P

fnðhÞrkn
� �

, where

< denotes the real part and kn denotes the n th eigenvalue.24

If we are close enough to the corner, we can consider only

the first eigenvalue k1, so the streamfunction for an antisym-

metric flow reduces to

wðr; hÞ ¼ A< rk1 cosk1h�
cosk1a

cosðk1 � 2Þa cosðk1 � 2Þh
� �� �

:

(6)

The eigenvalue k1 is a function of a and for the two cases of

interest here, if a ¼ 3p=4 then k1 � 1:54, if a ¼ p=4 then

k1 � 3:74þ 1:12i. Moreover, for both configurations we

chose the scalar quantity A so that the velocity vector at the

base of the filament has unitary modulus, which establishes

the velocity scale.

A. Filament in the vicinity of a large corner angle

We now consider the evolution of the thread for

g ¼ 100, i.e., when elastic stresses are small compared to

viscous stresses, and we expect large deformations of the

thread. In Figure 3, we present the position and the tension

of the filament at different times until a stationary solution is

established. We established a criterion for the steady state by

computing the integral of all of the displacements along the

filament between two consecutive time-steps tn and tnþ1,

‘n ¼
Ð 1

0
xðnþ1Þðs; tÞ � xðnÞðs; tÞ
�� �� ds. When ‘n < 10�6, we

assume that the steady state has been reached.

The numerical results reported in Figure 3(a) illustrate

how the filament deforms and crosses streamlines, as it gets

closer to the corner in the downstream direction. Once the

steady state is reached, the filament intersects the streamlines

near the root (s¼ 0) but at the other end (s¼ 1) aligns with

the almost straight streamlines. The time dependence of the

tension in the thread is reported in Figure 3(b), which shows

that for all times the tension in the thread is almost linear

with arclength, starting from a maximum at s¼ 0 and

decreasing to zero at s¼ 1. It is reasonable that the maximum

FIG. 2. Viscous flow in the neighborhood of a sharp corner bounded by two

infinite walls. Flows antisymmetric in h: (a) large corner angle (a ¼ 3p=4),

(b) small corner angle (a ¼ p=4). Streamlines are depicted with arrows to

indicate the direction of the flow.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Dynamics of an

elastic inextensible filament in the

neighborhood of a large corner angle

(a ¼ 3p=4), hinged at s¼ 0 and charac-

terized by g ¼ 100. (a) Position of the

thread and (b) tension rðs; tÞ at different

times up to the stationary state (t ¼ 15).
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tension is at s ¼ 0, because the base resists the total drag

force experienced by the filament. Furthermore, as time

increases, the tension all along the filament decreases. This

decrease is rapid between t ¼ 0 and t ¼ 1, which highlights

fast dynamics at the beginning of the simulation. Then, the

tension decreases monotonically but at a lower rate until the

steady state is established.

We next consider the influence on the steady-state shape

of the boundary conditions at the base and of the elasticity

parameter g. First, we present the steady-state solution for

filaments hinged at s¼ 0 and characterized by different val-

ues of g [Figure 4(a)]. Results from similar simulations for

filaments that are instead clamped at their base are reported

in Figure 4(b). We observe that the steady-state shapes for a

hinged or clamped filament are similar as long as the fila-

ment is flexible enough (g � 100). For more rigid threads

(g ¼ 0:1; 1; 10f g), the final configuration of the filament

strongly depends on the boundary conditions at s¼ 0. If a

hinged end is chosen, then the rigid filament does not deform

significantly, but instead it rotates about the base until an

equilibrium position is found. For a clamped end, the fila-

ment cannot rotate about the root and therefore it bends sig-

nificantly in the direction of the flow.

B. Filament in the vicinity of a small corner angle

In this section we discuss the dynamics and steady-state

shape of an elastic filament suspended in an antisymmetric

viscous flow close to a corner with a small internal angle

(measured through the fluid). The two-dimensional velocity

field is characterized by closed streamlines in the form of an

alternating series of counter-rotating vortices centered on the

plane h¼ 0 (Ref. 24). We discuss the effects of the filament

elasticity and position of the base with respect to the center

of a selected eddy; the steady state is attained when the con-

dition introduced in Sec. III A is satisfied. We draw the

streamlines for one eddy in Figure 5 (recall the length scale

is the length of the filament), but note that the theory predicts

an infinite sequence of progressively smaller and weaker

eddies as the corner is approached.24

We first consider the influence of changing the position

of the base of the elastic filament for g ¼ 100. As long as the

base is close enough to the center of the eddy [Figure 5(a)],

the radius of curvature of the streamlines crossed by the fila-

ment is on order of the length of the filament. We observe

that the thread rolls up about the center of the eddy. The dy-

namics is very fast since the steady state is reached for t ¼ 2

instead of t ¼ 15 (recall the dynamics in Figure 3). We next

consider a filament located further from the center of the

eddy, where the radius of curvature of the streamlines is

large with respect to the filament length. In this case, as the

steady state is approached, the second half of the filament

tends to align with the streamlines [Figure 5(b)].

Further, for the corner flows we have studied, we verify

that changing the initial orientation of the filament does not

influence the steady-state shape for the same position of the

base of the filament; compare the results shown in Figures

5(b) and 5(c). Because the fluid is rotating in an anti-clock-

wise direction, the filament in Figure 5(c) undergoes a com-

pressive force at the beginning of the transient state. Since

we assumed the thread to be hinged at one end, the thread

rotates about the base and bends up to the same final configu-

ration as in Figure 5(b).

Finally, we vary g for the same geometry as in Figure

5(c) by considering a more flexible thread (g ¼ 1000).

Again, the filament first undergoes compression and then

aligns with the streamlines. The bending stiffness is not large

enough to resist the compressive stresses, so there is a buck-

ling instability which is already observed at t ¼ 0:1. Never-

theless, the instability disappears as time increases since the

thread is allowed to rotate about its base, and when a steady-

state is reached the filament undergoes tension.

In order to complete the characterization of elastic fila-

ments in corner flows with closed streamlines, we determine

the final shape of the filament as a function of the dimension-

less distance d of the base of the filament from the center of

the vortex. Here it is convenient to define the average curva-

ture of the filament jh i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiÐ 1

0
xssj j2 ds

q
. The dimensionless

bending energy per unit length is j2ðsÞ ¼ xssj j2. In Figure 6,

we plot the average curvature of the filament hji versus the

distance d for various values of the effective compliance g.

As the base of the filament approaches the center of the

eddy, it bends more and its average curvature increases. A

larger value of g leads to a higher average curvature of the

FIG. 4. (Color online) Steady-state posi-

tion for an elastic filament in the neigh-

borhood of a large corner angle (a ¼
3p=4), for different values of g ¼ 0:1;
1; 10; 100; 1000; 5000. (a) Hinged thread

and (b) clamped thread.
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filament. Furthermore, for all the curves at constant g, we

observe a rapid decrease of the average curvature for values

of the distance d in the range 0:55� 0:65. Therefore, we

identify two distinct regimes. When the distance d � 1, the

radius of curvature of streamlines is about the length of the

filament, and the filament tends to align with the streamlines

[Figure 6(d)]. Hence its bending energy is small and uniform

over the filament length [Figure 6(c)]. For values of

d < 0:55 the filament bends significantly [Figure 6(b)], while

its bending energy is large and has a peak in the middle of

the filament [Figure 6(a)]. If we further decrease the distance

d, the thread tends to roll up about the center of the eddy and

its curvature increases at a smaller rate. We did not report

results for d < 0:45 since the simulations show that the fila-

ment continues to roll up with a progressively larger curva-

ture, which violates the assumption made initially in the

slender-body equations that the radius of curvature at all

points is on the order of the length of the thread.16

FIG. 6. (Color online) Average curvature jh i versus the distance d between the root of the filament and the center of the eddy. Results are presented for vari-

ous filaments compliances g ¼ 1; 2:5; 5; 10; 100. Insets: (a) Local bending energy j2ðsÞ along the filament held close to the vortex center (d ¼ 0:45). (c) Local

bending energy j2ðsÞ along the filament held far from the vortex center (d ¼ 0:85). The stationary shape of the filament associated with Figures (a) and (c) is

presented in Figures (b) and (d), respectively.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Dynamics of a hinged filament in

the neighborhood of a small corner angle (a ¼ p=4) where

the eddy turns in an anti-clockwise direction. For (a) and

(b), the filament is characterized by g ¼ 100 and two differ-

ent positions of the base. For (c), the filament has a differ-

ent initial orientation but the base is at the same location of

(b). For (d), the filament was made more flexible,

g ¼ 1000.
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C. Filament in a channel with multiple corners

In this section, we use our slender-body model to study

some typical experimental results concerning bacterial

streamers. Rusconi et al.14 observed that when a bacterial so-

lution flows in a microfluidic channel at Reynolds numbers

O 10�2

 �

, a thread-like structure forms everywhere the chan-

nel has turns. The continuous filament is attached to the side

boundary downstream of each corner, floats in the middle

horizontal plane of the channel. In general, the streamer con-

nects consecutive inner corners; one segment of such a

streamer is shown in Figure 7(a).

We therefore performed numerical simulations to verify

whether our model could reproduce the basic shape of a

developed biofilm streamer. For the three-dimensional ge-

ometry of Figure 7, the flow field u and the velocity gradient

ru that enter Eqs. (5a) and (5b) are not known analytically.

Hence, we computed the three-dimensional velocity distribu-

tion in a rectangular channel with a bend from direct numeri-

cal simulations of the Navier-Stokes equations;25 numerical

simulations using the flow field for a two-dimensional chan-

nel with bends yield similar results. In particular, we per-

formed finite-element simulations using ComsolTM software.

We then interpolated the quantities of interest at the points

describing the position of the thread, i.e., in the middle of the

channel, consistently with the experimental results. We used

a Reynolds number Re ¼ 0:006 (based on the average speed

and the height of the channel) and a compliance g ¼ 30 000,

to agree with the experimental conditions in Ref. 14. In fact,

for this class of experiments it was possible to estimate the

elastic properties of the streamer, e.g., for a filament thick-

ness of 10 lm the elastic modulus was estimated as

E ¼ 100 Pa, a value in the range of what already measured

for P. Aeruginosa biofilm streamers.26,27 Moreover, for this

problem we use U0 as velocity scale, the channel flow aver-

age velocity.

As shown in the experimental image displayed in Figure

7(a), the filament is connected to the side wall of the channel,

a short distance after the first inner corner. According to the

physical explanation suggested in,14 this feature appears to

be a consequence of a corner-generated three-dimensional

secondary flow characterized by streamwise vorticity and a

length scale given by about half the channel thickness.25 In

agreement with experimental observations, we take one end

of the filament to be hinged at a fixed point right after the

inner corner and on the channel middle plane. We then cal-

culate the steady-state shape of the filament and we observe

an excellent match between the experiment and the simula-

tion [see Figure 7(b)]. The numerical streamer crosses

streamlines before the corner and the free end becomes tan-

gent to streamlines close to the downstream wall. We have

verified that the filament is long enough to ensure that its

shape in the region between the two corners is not affected

by the length of the filament itself. Our thread-like model

however does not reach the wall as in Figure 7(a), which

may be a consequence of biological or hydrodynamic inter-

actions between the streamer and polymeric aggregates on

the side walls that are not included in our model.

IV. A DEMONSTRATION THAT A FILAMENT DOES NOT
FOLLOW CURVED STREAMLINES

In this section we demonstrate that an elastic filament

that experiences tension cannot have a steady-state shape

that follows the path of curved streamlines. To begin with,

we hypothesize that a filament hinged at one end is tangent

to the streamlines over its entire length. From Eq. (1), it fol-

lows that the drag f ðsÞ is everywhere proportional to the

local tangent vector xsðsÞ. From the inextensibility condition

xs � xs ¼ 1, we then have xs � xss ¼ 0, so that we can write

f ðsÞ � xssðsÞ ¼ 0. The filament force f ðsÞ can be described

via the Euler-Bernoulli model, f ¼ xssss � ðrxsÞs. Hence, we

have

xssss � xss ¼ rðsÞ xssj j2 : (7)

We next consider the sign of the tension rðsÞ. Because the

filament is held at its base and experiences drag, the tension

must be positive over the all entire length of the thread [e.g.,

Figure 3(b)] and therefore the right-hand side in Eq. (7) is

positive for all s. We now integrate the positive quantity

xssss � xss over the filament length and perform an integration

by parts to obtain

ð1

0

xssss � xss ds ¼ xsss � xss½ �10�
ð1

0

xsssj j2 ds: (8)

Since the filament is hinged at one end, i.e., xssð0Þ ¼ 0, and it

is free at the other end, i.e., xssð1Þ ¼ 0 and xsssð1Þ ¼ 0, then

ð1

0

xssss � xss ds ¼ �
ð1

0

xsssj j2 ds � 0 : (9)

This conclusion contradicts the sign on the right-hand side of

Eq. (7). Therefore, we have demonstrated by contradiction that

our initial hypothesis (a filament locally tangent to streamlines

over its entire length) must be false i.e., for some s, we must

have f ðsÞ � xssðsÞ 6¼ 0. Physically, we conclude that a flexible

filament cannot follow curved streamlines everywhere, as long

as the system is described by the Euler-Bernoulli beam model.

FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) Portion of the channel used in Rusconi et al.
experiments14; streamers with wild-type GFP-labelled PA14 (OD600 ¼ 0:25)

after 12 h of constant flow at 0.75 ll min �1. The width of the channel is

200 lm and the height is 100 lm. (b) Simulation for Re ¼ 0:006 and

g ¼ 30 000. Thin lines refer to the streamlines.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we used slender-body theory for the hydro-

dynamics and Euler-Bernoulli theory for an inextensible

elastic thread to analyze the response of a flexible filament

fixed at one end in a nonuniform corner flow. The results

underline the importance of the dimensionless compliance

parameter g and the type of boundary conditions at the fixed

end and illustrate how steady-state shapes cross streamlines

of a flow with curved streamlines. The simulations may ex-

hibit buckling when the filament undergoes a strong com-

pression, though, also in those cases, the filament adopts a

final steady shape independent of the initial orientation in the

flow. Finally, we obtain a good agreement between our

approximate numerical model for an elastic filament in a

channel flow containing two corners and microfluidic experi-

ments that show a curved bacterial streamer connecting the

downstream regions of consecutive corners. These ideas

should be useful in other problems involving single or multi-

ple filaments fixed at one end in nonuniform flows.
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APPENDIX: SOME USEFUL IDENTITIES

Some equalities were helpful to reduce the order of

derivatives, and are summarized below.

xs � xs ¼ 1; from which it follows (A1a)

xs � xs;t ¼ 0 and xs � xss ¼ 0; (A1b)

xs � xsss ¼ � xss � xss; (A1c)

xs � xssss ¼ �3xss � xsss; (A1d)

xs � xsssss ¼ � 4xss � xssss � 3xsss � xsss: (A1e)

We then find

xs � @s ðxs � xssssÞxs½ �
¼ xs � @s ðxs � xssssÞ½ �xs þ xs � ðxs � xssssÞxss

¼ xs � ðxss � xssssÞxs þ xs � ðxs � xsssssÞxs þ xs � ðxs � xssssÞxss

¼ xs � xsssss þ xss � xssss:

(A2)
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